Linear Pillow
Designed by Robert Kaufman Fabrics

Featuring

Finished project measures 24” x 24”

Pattern Level: Confident Beginner
“I have basic block construction down
and would like to learn a new trick!”

Fabric and Supplies Needed
Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

A

SRK-15249-201
JEWEL

2/3
yard

B

K001-146
GLACIER

1
yard

You will also need:
26” x 26” quilt batting
24” x 24” Pillow Form

Notes Before You Begin
- Please read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

Cutting Instructions
Fabric A
- Cut around the large square and one small square.
Fabric B
- Cut two rectangles 16” x 24-1/2”
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Assembly Instructions

- Cut the Fabric A large square down the center
twice to yield four squares.

A

B

C

- Trim the two outer edges of each
square as listed:
A: leave as-is
B: Trim 1”
C: Trim 2”
D: Trim 3”

D

- Rotate each square 180º so
that the outer corners are now
in the center.
- Sew the squares back
together into a single square.
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- Trim the square to 24-1/2” x 24-1/2”.
- Place the Fabric A small square in the
center of the large square and sew around
the perimeter a scant 1/4” from the edge
to complete the pillow top.
- Lay the pillow top on the batting and
baste. Quilt as desired (the pillow shown is
quilted with random straight lines echoing
the stripes.).

- Hem one long edge of each Fabric B rectangle by folding the edge 1/4” to the wrong
side and then 1/4” again and pressing. Topstitch along the fold.

- Lay the Fabric B rectangles right sides together
with the Pillow Top. Align the unhemmed
edges of the rectangles with the raw edges of
the pillow top. The rectangles will overlap in the
center of the pillow.
- Sew around the perimeter using a 1/2” seam
allowance.
- Turn the pillow cover right side out, push out
the corners and insert the pillow form.
Enjoy your pillow!!
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